
“Thank you for requesting more information 

about APQS. This packet explains how to take your 

passion for quilting to the next level with an APQS 

quilting machine. You’ll discover how APQS will help 

you quilt easier and fully express your individuality 

and creativity. That’s exciting!” 

“Liz is right. APQS can enhance your skills and artistry 

and help you quilt inspired. APQS machines are easy 

to use and their time-saving accessories will help 

you achieve your full potential as a quilter. Read the 

enclosed materials and you’ll share our Gone  

Quilting enthusiasm.”

       WE’VE 
Gone Quilting!

-Liz Porter -Marianne Fons
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About APQS quilting machines

For more than thirty years, APQS has been crafting the world’s finest 

longarm quilting machines in the heartland of America. What’s kept 

us going all these years is our dedication to quality, ease-of-use, 

innovation and customer service – and the dedication of thousands  

of amateur and professional APQS longarm quilters.

Selecting the machine that’s  
right for you

Choosing the right APQS longarm is easier than ever. We have a  

machine that is right for you! 

It’s exciting and easy to choose your APQS machine. Use our literature 

and website to zero in on the longarm of your dreams. Experience an 

APQS longarm for yourself by:

• Visiting one of our many showrooms or training facilities  
 around the world.

• Contacting your local representative.

• Visiting us at the next touring Road Show or Quilt Show. 

You can also check us out on Facebook, YouTube or visit our forums 

and talk to other quilters just like you.  

When you invest in an APQS quilting machine, you’re joining a fun  

family of quilters from around the world who are passionate about 

quilting. APQS owners often affectionately “name” their new  

machines when welcoming them into their home!

When you buy an APQS machine,  
you become part of our extended  
family for life!



Why is APQS a great value?

APQS machines are handmade, one at a time, by master craftspeople. 

We pay meticulous attention to each and every detail. 

Every machine born in our factory meets the highest standards of 

quality and, more importantly, the highest standards of the many 

satisfied APQS owners found throughout the world. Our unbeatable 

lifetime warranty speaks to the quality of our machines. In addition, 

our service and education have been part of our legacy for more  

than 30 years. You can rely on the quality of APQS machines.

Lifetime warranty

APQS longarm quilting machines are fully warranted to the original 

owner against defects in materials and workmanship for the lifetime 

of the product. If a machine ever fails due to a manufacturing defect, 

even after extended use, we will repair or replace the machine,  

free of charge. 

Lifetime customer support

Your relationship with APQS won’t end once you purchase one of  

our longarm machines. We’ll be here to help you on every step  

of your quilting journey.

At the factory, we have certified technicians, technical support and 

educators ready to assist you. In addition, you can use our dealer 

network and online educational tools, including our online forums  

for added support. We’re here to offer you a lifetime of support.

Building longarm machines  
for over 30 years

We have a reputation for quality and have designed our  

machines around quilters’ needs. We have a machine available  

for every type of quilter. 
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Easy to learn.

Fun to operate.
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What makes an APQS machine 
so easy and fun to use?

You must quilt on an APQS machine to fully appreciate the ease- 

of-use, stitch quality and the smooth fingertip machine movement.  

You don’t need to be an experienced quilter because our machines 

are simple and easy to operate. 

Why choose an APQS machine

• Our machines are easy and fun to use.

• Our machines have the best, most accurate stitch regulator  
 in the industry, with the fastest needle speed at over 3,500  
 stitches per minute.

• You’ll receive great value due to the superb quality of our   
 workmanship. Plus, our machines are highly reliable and  
 backed by an unbeatable lifetime warranty. 

• As a customer, you’ll receive lifetime customer support and free  
 access to all the APQS educational resources. 

• Our local dealer network is available for help and support. 

• Our machines are manufactured completely in the USA. 

• Our machines require minimal maintenance. 

• We provide a free one day beginner class along with online  
 training videos and additional educational resources like our  
 forums and videos. 

• Our ergonomic machine designs and time-saving accessories  
 make APQS machines simple and easy to use. 

• We provide fast access to parts and accessories. 

All of these things work together to bring out the quilt artist in you! 

Quilt Easier. Quilt Inspired.

The Bliss™ track system 

Simple controls.

Control panel showing the Stitch Regulator  
and needle position.



How can APQS provide  
a lifetime warranty?

We have the best team

At APQS, we combine traditional handcraftsmanship with modern 

manufacturing techniques. That’s the only way we feel it’s possible to 

incorporate the infinite amount of skill, craftsmanship and love that 

characterize these beautiful machines. After all, automated, assembly 

line production could never create the high-quality longarms our 

customers have come to expect of us.

Building an APQS longarm requires a great deal of skill and many  

years of experience. That’s why every hand that touches an APQS 

longarm is an expert at its particular task. Our team pays attention  

to the smallest details.

We use the best materials

The long service life of an APQS machine is not something that 

just happens. Because our longarms are crafted with only the best 

materials and built by skilled craftspeople, your machine is like  

magic in your hands. 

Other machines are made from cast materials that are quite heavy  

or plastic materials that are not as durable. All APQS longarms  

are built by hand with the finest grades of aircraft aluminum.  

This dramatically reduces the weight while maintaining integrity 

and strength and virtually eliminating vibration. Our machines are 

incredibly lightweight, making them easier to move and easier to use. 

Regardless of which APQS longarm you choose, our hands make 

quilting work like magic in yours.
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Our longarms are crafted with only the best 
materials and built by skilled craftspeople.

We combine traditional handcraftsmanship 
with modern manufacturing techniques.
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Senior Engineer: Mike Moore

Longarm quilting changed forever in the late 90’s when APQS 

developed Adaptive Logic Stitch Regulator™. It produced stitches  

of uniform length, regardless of changes in the speed or direction  

of the hand-controlled quilting head.

Mike Moore, an electrical engineer who specializes in robotics 

and process control, was the man who developed this innovative 

breakthrough. The idea for a stitch-regulated longarm, which is  

a testament to his passion for technological innovation, came to  

Mike Moore one evening.

“What if you incorporated electronics,” he wondered, “to evenly 

control the distribution of stitches, regardless of quilting speed?” 

That question triggered mountains of research that eventually 

revolutionized how longarms operate, making them much more 

accepted and effective.

The APQS stitch regulator has no lag time when free-hand quilting. 

Its sensors and encoders detect extreme minute changes along the 

‘Y’ and ‘X’ axis. Digital signals are then transmitted to the circuit 

boards, which in turn are processed to adjust stitch speed instantly. 

The quilter gets far greater control and perfect stitches every time.

“It’s an elegant solution,” he said, “combining the best of both 

the digital and analog worlds. And the electronics have far greater 

immunity from electrical surges and interference.”

The stitch regulator technology is just one of the many breakthroughs 

to come out of Mike Moore’s R & D lab at the APQS factory in Carroll, 

Iowa. Moore, a self-professed fanatic for technology and innovation,  

is so creative and so astonishingly prolific that it’s hard to imagine 

what fun and exciting things he is cooking up for the future. Whatever 

it is, it is bound to have a major impact on the longarm industry over 

the decades to come.
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Craftsman: Denny Paup

Denny Paup and his team of crafts people share a special bond.  

They’ve crafted APQS longarm quilting machines – the world’s  

finest – for decades and take pride in working for the best. After all,  

it takes a lasting commitment to the finest materials, attention to 

detail and the patience to finish every part without compromise.

“Most other machines have their frames formed from castings,” 

Denny said. “We handcraft APQS frames from welded aircraft-grade 

aluminum.” 

This allows for weight reductions, which in turn gives quilters  

greater hand control of the quilting head. It’s also much less tiring  

for those who spend many hours finishing quilts every week.  

APQS machines are incredibly lightweight, making them easier  

to move and easier to operate.

Production technology is another big difference. APQS parts are 

CNC (computer numerically controlled) machined. This means 

that computers do the work, so Denny and his team can focus on 

increasing accuracy. CNC also makes parts with far greater  

precision – down to one-ten-thousandth of an inch.

The finish on APQS machines is another element that Denny  

and his team take great pride in. 

“We spend a lot of time preparing them for painting, and we  

only use acrylic enamel. You can see the difference.” 

The craftsmen who work with Denny are handpicked.  

“They‘re truly the best of the best,” he said.

Attention to detail. Every part finished 
without compromise.
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